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Abst ract  
It is known that the degree sequences of threshold graphs are characterized by the 
property that they are not majorized strictly by any degree sequence. Consequently 
every degree sequence d can be transformed into a threshold sequence by repeated 
operations consisting of subtracting 1 from a degree and adding 1 to a larger or equal 
degree. The minimum number of these operations required to transform d into a 
threshold sequence is called the majorization gap of d. A realization of a degree se- 
quence d of length n is a graph on the vertices I , . . . ,  n, where the degree of vertex i is d,. 
The realization graph (#(d) of a degree sequence d has as vertices the realizations of d, 
and two realizations are neighbors in (eY(d) if one can be obtained from the other by 
deleting two existing edges [a, b], [c, d] and adding two new edges [a, d], [b, c] for some 
distinct vertices a, b, c, d. It is known that ~(d) is connected. We show that if d has a 
majorization gap of 1, then re(d) is Hamiltonian. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
The investigation of the structure of the realization graph of a degree se- 
quence is an important problem in graph theory. We study the structure from 
the perspective of a measure of non-thresholdness of a sequence, and prove 
that the realization graph is Hamiltonian if the measure quals 1. 
The degree sequences of threshold graphs play among all degree sequences a 
role that is "extreme" in several respects. For example, they and no others are 
not convex combinations of other degree sequences [18], they and no others 
satisfy the well-known Erd6s-Gallai inequalities as equalities [13], they and no 
others are not strictly majorized by any degree sequence [19]. They are also 
characterized by having a unique (labeled) realization, and so their realization 
graph is trivial. It therefore seems worthwhile to investigate he realization 
graph of a degree sequence d from the viewpoint of the non-thresholdness of d. 
Several measures of non-thresholdness have been investigated; see Ref. [13] for 
details. The threshold weight [20,12] and the threshold measure [17] of a graph 
are different assessments of its non-thresholdness obtained as solutions of a 
linear program defined on the graph. Other measures have been suggested for 
the non-thresholdness of a degree sequence: its threshold gap [6] and its ma- 
jorization gap [1]. These two gaps turn out o be identical. We deal here with 
the simplest non-trivial degree sequences from this point of view: those with a 
majorization gap of 1. 
All graphs considered here are finite and simple (have no loops or parallel 
edges). A sequence d = (dl , . . . ,  d,) is called a degree sequence if there exists a 
graph G = (V, E) on the vertex set V = {1,2, . . . ,  n} such that deg (i) = di for 
all i. The graph G is said to be a realization of the sequence d. Many charac- 
terizations of degree sequences are known; see, for example, Refs. [2,13]. Some 
of these characterizations will be given in the next section. 
An alternating 4-~7'cle of a graph G = (V, E) is a configuration (a, b, c, d) 
consisting of distinct vertices a, b, c, d such that [a, b], [c, d] E E and [a, d], [b, c] 
E E. A cycle exchange along an alternating 4-cycle (a, b, e, d) in the graph G 
consists of deleting the edges [a, b], It, d] and adding the edges [a, d], [b, c]. 
Fig. 1 illustrates this operation. 
a d a d 
becomes 
b c b c 
Fig. I. An exchange along (a, b, c, d). Solid lines represent edges, dotted lines non-edges, and 
missing lines either. 
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If G is a realization of the sequence d, then the graph H obtained from G by 
performing a cycle exchange (along any alternating 4-cycle) is another eal- 
ization of d. Also, G can be obtained from H by performing a cycle exchange. 
For a degree sequence d, we define the realization graph if(d) ofd  as follows: 
the vertices of if(d), called here super vertices, are the realizations of d, and two 
super vertices are adjacent in f#(d) if one can be obtained from the other by 
performing a cycle exchange. It is known that if(d) is connected for every d; 
see, e.g., Ref. [5] or Ref. [13], p. 72. 
A graph is called split if its vertex set can be partitioned into a clique (a set of 
pairwise adjacent vertices) and an independent set (a set of pairwise non-ad- 
jacent vertices). It is easy to see that every cycle exchange in a split graph 
preserves the partition into a clique and an independent set. From the con- 
nectivity of the realization graph it now follows that if one realization of a 
degree sequence d is split, all realizations of d are split, and in that case we can 
say that d is a .split sequence. The split sequences have been characterized by 
Hammer and Simeone [9]; see also Ref. [13]. 
Brualdi [3] considered 0-1 matrices with prescribed row and column sums. 
On the bipartite graph represented by such a matrix, he considered cycle ex- 
changes preserving the color classes, and defined the corresponding inter- 
change graph, analogous to our realization graph. One of the questions raised 
in his paper is whether this interchange graph is Hamiltonian. It is easy to see 
that if we transform a bipartite graph B into a split graph S with degree se- 
quence d by adding all possible edges within one color class of B, then the 
interchange graph of B is isomorphic to if(d). Therefore Brualdi's question can 
be reformulated as to whether the realization graph of a split sequence is 
Hamiltonian. This is considered to be a hard question. An affirmative answer 
was given by Li and Zhang [11] in the case that the degrees in the independent 
set of the split graph are all equal to 1, by using results of Maurer [15,16] about 
the Hamiltonicity of a matroid basis graph. 
A graph G is called a threshold graph if there exist non-negative r al vertex- 
weights such that a set of vertices of G is independent if and only if its total 
weight does not exceed 1. Threshold graphs were introduced by Chv~ital and 
Hammer [4], but their degree s quences already appeared in Ref. [10]; see Ref. 
[13] for a comprehensive study of threshold graphs and related topics. One of 
their known characterizations is that a graph is threshold if and only if it does 
not contain alternating 4-cycles [4]. A threshold sequence is the degree sequence 
era threshold graph. From the connectivity of if(d) it follows immediately that 
f~(d) has exactly one super vertex precisely when d is threshold sequence; see, 
e.g., Ref. [6]. 
A real sequence a of length n is said to majorize a sequence b of the same 
length when for each k, the sum of the largest k components of a is not less 
than the corresponding sum for b, with equality for k = n. The m,ajorization 
is strict if a strict inequality holds for some k. See Refs. [8,14] for many 
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characterizations and applications of majorization. A unit transformation 
consists of subtracting 1 from ai and adding 1 to a j, where ai >/aj + 2 holds 
before the operation. A reverse unit transformation is the opposite operation, 
namely, the operation of subtracting 1 from a degree and adding 1 to a larger 
or equal degree. If a and b are integer and a majorizes b, then some permu- 
tation of b can be obtained from a by a sequence of unit transformations, and 
conversely. Since the threshold sequences are those degree sequences that are 
not strictly majorized by any degree sequence, every degree sequence can be 
transformed into a threshold sequence by successive reverse unit transforma- 
tions. The majorization gap R(d) of a degree sequence d is defined as the 
minimum number of successive reverse unit transformations required to 
transform d into a threshold sequence. By definition R(d) = 0 if and only if d is 
a threshold sequence. See Refs. [1,18,13] for further details; we will recall in the 
next section a simple formula for R(d). 
The main result of this paper is that the realization graph of a degree 
sequence with majorization gap 1 is Hamiltonian. 
Theorem 1. I f  d is a degree sequence satisfying R(d)= 1, then ~(d) is 
Hamiltonian. 
2. Preliminaries 
The study of degree sequences i very closely connected to that of threshold 
sequences. We refer the reader to Ref. [13] for a detailed study of degree se- 
quences and threshold sequences, including all the material through Theorem 6
in this section. 
An integer sequence d= (dl,. ,dn) such thatn -  1 >~dl ~> ..- ~>dn~>0is 
called a proper sequence. To study the structure of aJ(d), we may assume that d 
is a proper degree sequence. 
There are many well-known characterizations of degree sequences; for ex- 
ample, see Ref. [2] for details. We now mention two characterizations that are 
used in this paper. 
The Havel-Hakimi characterization is a recursive characterization f degree 
sequences; we refer the reader to Ref. [7] for a proof. 
Theorem 2 (Havel-Hakimi). Let d be a proper sequence. For any i, let e be the 
shorter sequence (not necessarily proper) obtained from d by dropping di and 
decreasing the first di remaining components by 1. Then d is a degree sequence if 
and only if e is. 
To present another characterization, weintroduce some definitions (see Ref. 
[2]). The corrected Ferrers diagram of a proper sequence d is a (0, 1, -k)-valued 
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n × n matrix C = C(d) whose main diagonal contains "A-'s and the other n - 1 
entries of  the ith row contain exactly di l's, left-justified (,k is a special kind of  
0). The corrected conjugate sequence of d is the sequence d' of  column sums of 
C. It is given by the formula 
d~. = ]{ i : i<k  and d,/> k - 1}[ + [{i: i > k and d~ 7> k}[. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the corrected Ferrers diagram of the proper sequence 
d = (3, 2, 2, 2, 1) as well as the corrected conjugate sequence d' = (4, 3, 2, 1,0). 
The following characterization is implicitly used throughout he paper; see 
Ref. [2] for a proof. 
Theorem 3 (Berge criterion). A proper sequence d = (dj,...,d,~) is a degree 
sequence i f  and only i f  EI;'=I di is even and 
k k 
Ed ,<<.Ed!  fo rk= 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
i=1 i=l  
Threshold sequences also have many characterizations; we refer the reader 
to Refs. [4,6,18,13] for the proof  of  following result. 
Theorem 4. For a proper degree sequence d, the following are equivalent. 
1. d is threshold; 
2. d=d ' ;  
3. d has a unique realization; 
4. d has a realization with no alternating 4-cycles; 
5. d is not a convex combination of  other degree sequences; 
6. d is not strictly majorized by any degree sequence. 
The majorization gap was introduced in Ref. [1] as a measure of  non- 
thresholdness of  a degree sequence. The majorization gap R(d) of a proper 
4 3 2 1 0 
3 * 1 1 1 0 
2 1 * 1 0 0 
2 1 1 * 0 0 
2 1 1 0 * 0 
1 1 0 0 0 * 
Fig. 2. The corrected Ferrers diagram C(d) of the proper sequence d = (3,2, 2, 2, 1 ). The corrected 
conjugate sequence is d' = (4.3 2, 1 0). 
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degree sequence d is defined as the minimum number of successive reverse unit 
transformations required to transform d into a threshold sequence, i.e., make 
C(d) symmetric. I f  d is an improper degree sequence, we define R(d) as the 
majorization gap of the proper rearrangement of d. 
For a proper sequence d =(d l , . . .  ,dn), define 
~ i (d )=(d~-d , )  +, i=  1, . . . ,n ,  
where x + = max(x, 0), and 
it 
: Z i(a). 
i - - I  
The following simple formula for R(d) was proved in Ref. [1]. 
Theorem 5. For any proper degree sequence d, 
,~(d) 
R(d)= 2 
Hammer et al. [6] defined the threshold gap of a proper degree sequence d as 
one half of the Ll-distance from d to the nearest proper threshold sequence. It 
turns out that this is precisely R(d). 
Theorem 6. The threshold gap of a proper degree sequence d coincides with its 
majorization gap R(d). 
The rest of the section is devoted to some preliminaries for the proof of the 
main result. 
The complementary sequence of a degree sequence d= (dl , . . . ,d,)  is 
= (n - 1 -d l , . . . ,  n - 1 - d,). Clearly, if G realizes d, then the complemen- 
tary graph 0 realizes d. It is easy to verify that R(d) = R(d) and if(d) is is- 
omorphic to if(d). 
We consider if(d) to be Hamiltonian in case it has only two super vertices. 
Since every degree sequence d of length n ~< 3 satisfies R(d) = 0, we may assume 
that n/> 4, which we do from now on. Furthermore, since adding a zero 
component to d or complementing d does not change R(d) or if(d), we may 
assume that d is a proper degree sequence of length n satisfying dl < n - 1 and 
d ,>0.  
We now show some general properties of proper degree sequences d with 
R(d) = 1. 
Lemma 1. I f  d is a proper degree sequence of length n with R(d) = 1, d l< n - 1 
and d~ > O, then dl E { n - 3, n - 2 } and d, E {1, 2 }. 
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Proof. If d ]~<n-4,  then 6z (d)=d l -d l  ~> (n -1 )  - (n - 4) =- 3, which 
implies by Theorem 5 that R(d) > 1, a contradiction. The result for d, follows 
by complementing d. [] 
Lemma 2. I f  d is proper degree sequence of  length n with R(d) = 1, dl -- n - 3 
and dn > O, then 
1. d,_l = d~ = 1; 
n -1  i f i= l ,  
2. dr=- 0 i f iE{n- l ,n} ,  
di otherwise; 
3. the sequence c = (d2 - 1 . . . . ,  d, - l) is threshold and the matrix C(c) is sym- 
metric. 
Proof. From dl = n -3  and d~ > 0, we have 61(d)= (n -1) -  (n -3 )= 2. 
Therefore since R(d) -- 1, it follows that each i/> 2 satisfies 6i(d) = 0, that is to 
say d~i <~di. We now have ~ ~<d2 ~<dl = n -  3, from which it follows that 
d,_l ~< 1, but we also have d,- i  >~ d,/> 1. This prove the first part. 
To prove the second part, we introduce a well-known parameter 
re=max{k:  dkT>k- l} .  
We observe that m is the size of  the largest upper left square submatrix of  C(d) 
that is full (contains no O's except on the main diagonal). 
Note that as a result of  the first part of  the lemma and dl =: n - 3, we al- 
ready have d I = n - 1 and d" = d"  1 -- 0. We have also shown that d~ ~< d~ for 
all i/> 2. Assume that, if possible, d[ < d~ for some i ~ {1,n - 1,n}. Ifi<~m, we 
obtain a contradiction d~ ~> i > dk, where k ~- di + 1 > I. I f  i > m, we obtain 
another contradiction d~ ~> i -  1 > dk, where k = d~ > d~ ~> 1. 
To prove the third part, observe that C(c) is obtained from C(d) by deleting 
the first row and column. Thus, by the first two parts, C(c) is symmetric and 
hence c is threshold by Theorem 4. [] 
Lemma 3. Let d be a proper degree sequence of  length n 14ith R(d) --- 1, 
dl = n - 2 and dn -~ 1. Then the sequence e = (dl - 1, d2, . . . ,  d,._l) o f  length 
n - 1 is a degree sequence and satisfies R(e) <~ 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 d has a realization containing the edge [n, 1]. Deleting 
vertex n from it gives a realization of  e. 
Let j be the largest index such that di = n -2 .  Then the sequence 
c = (e l , . . . , c , _ ] )  give by c/--- d / -  1 and ci =d i  for i C j  is the proper rear- 
rangement of  e, and so it is enough to show that R(c) <~ R(d). I f j  = 1, an easy 
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calculation verifies that R(c) = R(d), and we are done. Therefore we now as- 
sume that j ~> 2. 
F rom n >~ 4 and dn= 1 it follows that j ~< n - 1. I f  equality holds, then C(d) 
has an odd number  (n - 1)(n - 2) + 1 of l's, contradicting the fact that d is 
realizable. Hence j ~< n - 2. 
Define f = ( f l , . . . ,  f~) by .fl = n - 1, fj = dj - 1 and f = d,. for all i ~ { 1, j}. 
It is clear that f is proper and R(f )  = R(c), so it is enough to show that 
R(f) <<.R(d). Observe that C(f) is obtained from C(d) by the reverse unit 
transformation of moving the last 1 in rowj  (column n - 1) to the end of row 1 
(column n). Hence 
~(f )  - ~(d) : ~ (~,(f)  - ~,(d)). 
iE {1, j ,n-  l ,n } 
We have 
~1 0/') -- ~1 (d) = - -  l ,  
6 ; ( f )  -- ~j(d)  ~< l, 
~. - ,  ( f )  - 6 . _1(d)~<0,  
6o( f )  - ~°(d)  = 0, 
and adding these four equations and inequalities gives the desired result 
6(f)~<6(a).  [] 
We now introduce a specific apparatus that will enable us to prove the main 
result. A red-blue coloring or ~(d) assigns the color red or blue to some super 
vertices of ~(d).  A red-blue coloring is balanced if there is a b i ject ionf f rom the 
red super vertices to the blue super vertices such that [G,f(G)] C E(~(d)) for 
every red G. In other words , f  is a matching in N(d) of  the red super vertices to 
the blue super vertices. In such a case we say by a slight abuse of  language that 
f i s  a balanced red-blue coloring, and for a red G we call f (G)  its mate. 
Given a balanced red-blue coloring f of  N(d), we say that a Hamiltonian 
cycle C in ~(d) is special if at least one red G satisfies and at most one red G 
violates the condition [G,f(G)] C E(C). We say that C is good if every red G 
satisfies the condition [G, f ( G) ] c E( C). 
Given a proper degree sequence d of  length n such that d, I = d, = 1, we 
color the super vertices of fg(d) as follows: a super vertex G is colored 
• red if [1, n] ~ E(G), [1,n - 1] ~ E(G); 
• blue if [1,n] ~ E(G), [1,n - 1] E E(G); 
• green if [1,n] E E(G), [1 ,n -  1] E E(G); 
• yellow if [1, n] ¢ E(G), [1,n - 1] ¢ E(G). 
We call the subgraph induced by the red (blue) super vertices of if(d) the red 
(blue) subgraph. We also define a function f f rom the red to the blue super 
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vertices, where f (G)  is obtained from a red G by exchanging the vertex labels n 
and n - 1, i.e., [i,j] c E(G) if and only if [g(i),g(j)] E EOC(G)), where 
n- I  i f i=  n, 
g(i) -= n if i = n - 1, 
i otherwise. 
Note that f (G) is indeed a realization of  d since d,_l = d,. 
Lemma 4. Let d be a proper degree sequence of length n with d,-a = d, = 1. The 
coloring of N(d) and the function f defined above satisfy: 
1. f is a graph isomorphism from the red subgraph of fg(d) to the blue subgraph; 
2. f is a balanced red-blue coloring of N(d); 
3. !f a red super vertex is adjacent o a green one, then its mate is also adjacent o 
the green one. 
Proof. The first part follows by observing that (u, v, w,x) is an alternating 4- 
cycle in a red super vertex if and only if (g(u), g(v), g(w), g(x)) is an alternating 
4-cycle in its mate. 
To see the second part, let G be a red super vertex of  N(d). To show that G 
and f (G) are neighboring super vertices in N(d), let x be a neighbor of n - 1 in 
G. The vertex x exists and satisfies x ¢ 1, n and Ix, n] ~ E(G), since G is red and 
d, 1 =dn = 1. Then the graph obtained from G by performing an exchange 
along (n, 1 ,n -  1,x) is f (G) .  
To prove the third part, suppose a green super vertex H is obtained from a 
red super vertex G by performing an exchange along the 4-cycle (u, v, w, x). By 
the definitions of  red and green super vertices and dn_l = d, = 1, vertex n is not 
on this 4-cycle, but vertices 1 and n - 1 are, and we may assume that u = 1 and 
x = n - 1. Furthermore, n is adjacent to 1. We now see that an exchange in 
f (G) along (g(1),g(v),g(w),g(n- 1)) = (1,v,w,n) produces H. [] 
A major part of  our proof  of  the main result consists of  shovdng that given 
the above red-blue coloring of  re(d) and the mapping .f, there is a special 
Hamiltonian cycle in N(d). 
We represent colors by the symbols shown in Fig. 3. 
Red= 0 B lue= [ ]  
Green = 0 Yellow = [ ]  
Fig. 3. The symbols used here to represent colors. 
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3. The proof 
The next two lemmas are used below to handle the cases n = 4, 5. 
Lemma 5. Let d be a proper degree sequence of  length n E {4, 5}, with 
d,-1 = dn = 1 and R(d) = 1. Given the above red-blue coloring, (~(d) has a good 
Hamiltonian cycle. 
Proof. There are six possible d, and we exhibit if(d) in each case. 
1. Fig. 4 shows f¢(2, 2, 1, 1). 
2. Fig. 
3. Fig. 
4. Fig. 
5. Fig. 
6. Fig. 
5 shows if(l ,  1, 1, 1). 
6 shows if(3, 3, 2, 1, 1). 
7 shows aJ(3, 2, 1, 1, 1). 
8 shows if(2, 2, 2, 1, 1). 
9 shows ~(2, 1, 1, 1, 1). [] 
Lemma 6. Let d be a proper degree sequence of  length n E {4, 5}, and R(d) = 1. 
Then if(d) is Hamihonian. I f  in addition d,-1 = d, = 1, then with the above red- 
blue coloring, if(d) has a good Hamiltonian cycle. 
Proof. We may assume that dl < n - 1 and d, > 0. Hence by Lemma 1 dl is 
either n -  3 or n -  2. If dl = n - 3, then by Lemma 2 d,-i = d, = 1, and the 
result follows from Lemma 5. Consider now the case dl = n -  2. Again, if 
d,_l = dn = 1, the result follows from Lemma 5. All the remaining cases are 
listed below. 
1. d = (2,2,2,2). Then d = (1, 1, 1, 1), if(d) is Hamiltonian by Lemma 5, and 
if(d) is 
2. d=(3 ,  
3. d=(3 ,  
4. d=(3 ,  
5. d=(3 ,  
tonian. 
isomorphic to it, so it is Hamiltonian too. 
3, 3, 3, 2). Again, ~? = (1, 1, 1, 1,2) is covered by Lemma 5. 
3, 2, 2, 2). d = (1, 1,2, 2, 2) is covered by Lemma 5. 
3,3,2, 1). d = (1, 1, 1,2,3) is covered by Lemma 5. 
2,2,2, 1). if(d) is displayed in Fig. 10, and we see that it is Hamil- 
[] 
We are now ready to prove the main result. In fact, we prove a somewhat 
stronger version (needed for the induction proof) as follows. 
G~ _4 _1 2 3_ 
G~ 3 1 2 4 ~(2,2, 1, 1) 
I(G1) ---- G2 
Fig. 4. ~(2,2, l, 1). 
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1 2 1 2 1 3 
I I I I I I  
4 3 3 4 2 4 
G1 G2 G3 ~(1, 1,1, 1) 
f (a l )  = a2 
Fig. 5. if(l,l, 1, 1). 
3 3 
G1 G2 
G(3, 3,2, 1, 1) 
f (G , )  = G2 
Fig. 6. ~(3,3,2, 1, 1). 
5 1 34  1 34  1 5 
G, G2 G3 
Fig. 7. c,¢(3,2, 1, 1, l). 
9(1, 1, 1, 1) 
f(G1) = G2 
1 4 
cT/ I 
~5 
iiiiiiiiiiii 
G1 G2 G3 G~ G5 G6 
a(2, z, 2,1,1) 
f(G1) = G3 
f(G2) = G4 
Fig. 8. I(2, 2, 2, 1, 1 ). The good Hamiltonian cycle is (G,, G3, G4, G2, Gs~ t:/6, G7). 
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G1 G2 Ga G4 G5 G6 
g(2,1,1,1,1) 
f(G1) = G3 
I(G2) = G~ 
Fig. 9. if(2, 1, 1, 1, 1). The good Hamiltonian cycle is (Gl, G3, Gs, G2, G4, G6). 
Theorem 7. Let d be a degree sequence satisfying R(d) = 1. Then ~(d) is 
Hamiltonian. I f  in addition d is a proper degree sequence of  length n, dl = n - 3 
and d, I = d, = 1, then with the above red-blue coloring, ~(d)  has a .special 
Hamihonian cycle. 
Proof. The proof  is by induction on n, the length of d. The base cases n = 4, 5 
are covered in Lemma 6, so we assume that n/> 6. Recall that we may assume 
dl <n-1  andd,  >0,  and hence by Lemma 1 dl =n-3  or dl =n-2 .  We 
deal with these cases separately. 
Case A: dl = n - 3. In this case d,_~ = d, = 1 by Lemma 2, and we have the 
coloring of if(d) as above. 
The subgraph of  ~#(d) induced by the red and green super vertices is 
{G E f#(d): [1,n] E E(G)}. It is isomorphic to f#(e), where e = (e , , . . . ,e~ ,) 
= (& - 1,d2,. . .  ,d,- i ) .  f#(e) is not empty, i.e., e is a degree sequence. This can 
be seen because, by Theorem 2, d has a realization containing the edge In, 1], 
5 5 5 
2 32  43  4 
4 3 2 G6 G2 
G1 G3 G5 G5 G3 
222 4 G(a,2,~,2,~) 3 42  32  4 
G2 Ga G6 
Fig. 10. ff(3, 2, 2, 2, 1). 
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and deleting vertex n from it gives a realization of  e. 
We show that R(e) = 1 as follows. From Part 2 of  Lemma 2 we know that 
d~ = d, for all i ¢ l, n - 1, n. Let c = (e l , . . . ,  e,, j, 0), so that R(c) = R(e). The 
proper rearrangement of  c is 0 =(d l , . .  •, dj - 1, d~41,..., d, l, 0), where j is the 
largest index such that d r = n -  3. Note that j < n -  1 since dn j = 1 < n - 3. 
If j=  1, then ?ii((') =6, (d)  for all i, hence R(0)=R(d)= 1. If j>  1, then 
~(~')- 6~(d) is -1  for i=  1, 1 for i= j  and 0 for all other i, hence again 
R(O) : R(d) : 1. 
We assert that C~(d) has at least two red super vertices. Indeed, applying 
Theorem 2 to e, we find a realization of  e in which vertex 1 is adjacent exactly 
to vertices 2 , . . . ,  n - 3. Adding vertex n and edge [1, n] to this realization, we 
obtain one red realization of  d. Further, by Lemma 2 applied lo e, we have 
e, 2 = e,,_l - 1. Applying Theorem 2 to e, we find a realization of e in which 
vertex n -2  is adjacent exactly to vertex 1. Therefore lhe sequence 
(ej - 1,e2~...,e,, 3,e,, i )= (n -  5, d2,. . . ,d,  3,dn-j) of  length n -  2 is realiz- 
able. By Theorem 2 this sequence has a realization H on the vertices l , . . . ,  
n -3 ,n -1  in which vertex 1 is adjacent exactly to vertices 2 , . . . ,n -4 .  
Adding vertices n -  2 and n and edges [1, n -  2] and [1, n] to H. we obtain a 
second red realization of  d. 
Since R(e) = 1, ~(e) has a Hamiltonian cycle by induction, and therefore the 
red green subgraph of .(~(d) also has a Hamiltonian cycle C. We now show 
how to absorb the blue super vertices of  ~(d) into C so as to obtain a good 
Hamiltonian cycle C* in the subgraph of  f~(d) induced by the red, green and 
blue super vertices. 
If ~(d) has green super vertices, let (G j , . . . ,  Gk) be a typical maximal chain 
of  red super vertices along C, and let H and H'  be the green super vertices 
adjacent o (31 and Gk respectively along C. We replace each edge [G2~, G2i+~] by 
the chain G2i, f(G2i),f(G2i+l), G2i+l, the edge [H, G~] by the chain H,f(Gj) ,  G1, 
and for k even the edge [Gk,H'] by the chain Gk, f(Gk), H'. All the edges used 
here exists by Lemma 4. Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the constructxon for k = 4 
and k = 5. 
By repeating this construction for every maximal red chain in C, we absorb 
all blue super vertices into C, since f is an isomorphism. The outcome is good 
Hamiltonian cycle C ~ of the subgraph of ~(d) induced by the red, blue and 
green super vertices. 
I f  ~(d) has no green super vertices, so that C is a Hamiltonian cycle of  all the 
red super vertices, the same construction of  C* still works provided the number 
of  red super vertices is even. Later we treat separately the situation where there 
are no green super vertices and the number of  red super vertices is odd. 
Now we consider the yellow subgraph of  ~(d), which is induced by 
{GE .~(d): [l,n] ffE(G), [ l ,n -1 ]  ¢E(G)} ,  and we assume that it is not 
empty. Since d~ = n - 3, vertex 1 of  a yellow G is adjacent to all vertices i, 
2 ~< i ~< n - 2, and if we delete vertex 1,we obtain a graph with degree sequence 
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@ 0 0 0 0 @ 
H G1 G2 G3 G4 H' 
becomes 
f(G~) f(G2) f(G'3) /(G4) 
H G1 G~ G3 G4 H' 
Fig. l 1. Illustrating the construction for k even. 
e = (d2 - 1, d3 - 1, . . .  ,dn_  2 - I, d•_j, an). For  simplicity of  notation we let the 
vertex set for realizing e be {2 , . . . ,  n}, where vertex i has degree e,-l. There is 
an isomorphism ¢ from ~(e) to the yellow subgraph of  if(d) given as follows. 
I f  G E ~(e), then the yellow super vertex ¢(G) E ~(d)  is obtained from G by 
adding vertex 1 and the edges [1, i I for all 2 ~< i ~< n - 2. Similarly, for a yellow 
super vertex H E if(d), ¢-1 (H) is obtained by deleting vertex 1. 
We distinguish two cases according to the value of d2. 
Case 1: & = 1. In this case d2 . . . . .  d, = 1 and therefore there is exactly 
one yellow super vertex G o illustrated in Fig. 13. 
Let G be obtained from GO by performing an exchange along (2, 1, n, n - 1). 
Then G is red and f (G)  is obtained from GO by performing an exchange along 
(2, 1, n - 1, n). Therefore GO can be inserted into the edge [G,f(G)] of C*, 
which yields the desired special Hamil tonian cycle of if(d). 
Case 2:d2 ~> 2. In this case e is a proper degree sequence. We have R(e) = 1 
for the following reason. By Part 3 of  Lemma 2, the corrected Ferrers diagram 
C of  (d2 - I , . . . ,  d, - 1) is symmetric. Observe that the last two rows of C are 
zero, and C(e) is obtained from C by changing these last two rows to have row 
sums of  1, from which we have immediately that 6(e) = 2. Hence R(e) = 1 by 
@ 
H 
H 
Q 0 0 0 0 @ 
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 H' 
becomes 
l(a~) I(a~) f(G3) I(G4) I(a~) 
o . 
Gi G2 Gs G4 Gs H' 
Fig. 12. Illustrating the construction for k odd. 
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n - -  
I 
Fig. 13. 
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1 1 
2 3 n -2  
GO 
A yellow super vertex. 
Theorem 5. Lemma 1 applied to e now gives et 7> n - 4, hence d2 ~; n - 3, but 
da~<dj =n-3 ,  andsoe l  =n-4 .  
Since e is a proper degree sequence of length n -  1 satisfying R(e) = 1, 
el = n - 4, en-2 = e,-i = 1, we can apply induction to (¢(e) if we color its super 
vertices in accordance with the coloring introduced above. This means that a 
super vertex G E ~(e) is colored 
• red if [2,n] ~ E(G) and [2, n -  1] ¢ E(G); 
• blue if [2, n] ¢ E(G) and [2, n - 1] E E(G). 
By induction, ~(e) has a special Hamiltonian cycle C(e). 
We call a yellow super vertex H E .C¢(d) dark yellow if there is a vertex i, 3 
~< i ~< n - 2, such that the vertices 1, 2, i, n - 1 and n induce a chordless path 
(n - 1, i, 1, 2, n). Notice that i fH  E ~(d) is dark yellow, then ¢ - l (H)  E if(e) is 
red. 
Assertion 1. The yellow subgraph of if(d) has a Hamiltonian cycle ~" and a 
dark yellow super vertex H such that [H, H'] E E(~7), where H '  is obtained from 
H by exchanging the vertex labels n and n - 1. 
To prove Assertion 1 we give separate arguments for the cases d2 = 2 and 
d2~>3.  
In the case d2 = 2 we have 4 = 2 by Lemma 2. Therefore d3 ~> 12 (and thus 
& = 2 since d is proper) and d4 . . . . .  d, = 1. Since for each yellow super 
vertex of  ~(d) vertex 1 is adjacent to vertices 2, 3, . . . ,  n - 2 but not to vertices 
n - 1 and n, ~(d) has exactly three yellow super vertices HI,/-/2, H3, illustrated 
in Fig. 14. We notice that the three yellow super vertices form a triangle, and 
the assertion is satisfied with H = H2 and H'  = H3. 
n-1  1 n -1  1 n -1  1 
n 2 3 n -2  n 2 3 n -2  n 2 3 n -2  
H1 //2 Ha 
Fig. 14. Three yellow super vertices. 
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In the case d2 >/3, we prove the assertion as follows. From Lemma 2 we 
know that (d2-  1 , . . . ,  d, - 1) is threshold; this sequence has a unique real- 
ization T on {2,. . . ,  n}. In T, vertices n -1  and n are isolated, and the 
neighbors of vertex 2 are precisely 3, 4 , . . . ,  d2 + 1. For each neighbor i of  2 in 
T, we obtain a dark yellow super vertex in t (d )  by deleting the edge [2, i], 
adding the edges [2, n] and [i, n - 1], and adding back the vertex 1 and the edges 
[1,2] . . . .  , [1, n - 2]. Since the degree of vertex 2 in T is d2 - 1 >i 2, we conclude 
that i (d )  has at least two dark yellow vertices. Applying q5 i to these we obtain 
at least two red super vertices in t (e ) .  Recalling that t (e )  has a special 
Hamiltonian cycle C(e), we see that C(e) has at least one edge between a red 
super vertex and its mate. Applying ~b to the super vertices of C(e), we obtain 
the required C in i (d ) .  This concludes the proof  of Assertion 1. 
The dark yellow super vertex H of Assertion 1 has by definition a vertex i, 
3 ~< i ~< n - 2, such that the vertices 1, 2, i, n - 1 and n induce a chordless path 
(n - 1, i, 1, 2, n). Let G be obtained from H by performing an exchange along 
(1, i, 2, n). Then G is red and f(G) is obtained from the H'  of Assertion 1 by 
performing an exchange along (1, i, 2, n - 1). The edge [G, f(G)] exists and 
belongs to the good Hamiltonian cycle C* of the red, blue, green subgraph of  
i (d ) ,  like every edge between a red super vertex and its mate. Now we are able 
to paste C and C* into a Hami l tonian cycle of i (d )  by deleting [H,H'] and 
[G,f(G)] and adding [H, G] and [H',f(G)], as illustrated in Fig. 15. This cycle is 
special since, as seen above, the good Hamiltonian cycle C ~ has some red super 
vertices in addition to G. 
Recall that the above construction of C* failed when if(d) had no green 
super vertices and the number  of red super vertices was odd. We give a separate 
argument for this situation. 
First we show that d l= d2 . . . . .  d, 2 = n - 3. Indeed, from Lemma 2 we 
know that (d2 - 1 , . . . ,  dn - 1) is a threshold sequence having a unique real- 
ization T on the vertex set {2, . . .  ,n}. Since d,_l = dn= 1, vertices n - 1 and n 
are isolated in T. I f  we add to T the vertex 1 and the edges [1,2], 
[1,3],..., [1,n - 2] as well as [n - 1,hi, we obtain a yellow realization H o fd .  If  
{1, . . .  ,n -  2} were not a clique of H, there would exist a non-edge [i,j] in H 
with l<,i,j<,n-2. Replacing edges [1,i], [1,j], In - l ,n ]  of H by [ l ,n -1 ] ,  
Fig. 15. Illustrating how to join the Hamiltonian cycles C" and C*. 
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[1, n], Ii,j] would then produce a green super vertex in ~q(d), contrary to our 
assumption. Therefore {1,. . . ,  n -  2} is a clique of H, and consequently 
dl -- d2 . . . . .  dn 2 = n - 3. It now follows that H is the only super vertex of 
if(d) containing the edge In - 1, n]. 
What are the yellow super vertices of ~(d) other than H? In such a super 
vertex, vertex n has a single neighbor i and vertex n - 1 has a single neighbor j 
with 2 <~i, j<~n - 2. I f  i = j ,  then each vertex in {1 , . . . ,n -  2} \ {i} must be 
adjacent to all other vertices in {1, . . .  ,n -  2} in order to realize its degree 
n - 3, but this gives to vertex i the wrong degree n - 1. Therefore i :~ j. Each 
vertex in {1 , . . . ,n -2}  \ {i , j}  must be adjacent to each other vertex in 
{1 . . . . .  n - 2} in order to realize its degree of n - 3, and this already gives to i 
and j their correct degree of  n - 3. Therefore i and j are not ad)acent. Con- 
sidering the structure of H (a clique on { 1 , . . . ,  n -2 )  plus an edge In - 1. n]), 
we see that our yellow super vertex is obtained from H by a cycle exchange 
along (i, j ,  n -- 1, n). Each pair i , j  as above gives a different yellow super vertex, 
and therefore .~(d) has exactly (n - 3)(n - 4) /> 6 yellow super vertices in ad- 
dition to H, and H is adjacent to each of them. 
Next, we show that he red subgraph of ~4(d) is a clique. Let G be any red 
super vertex in ~(d). Since [1,n] but not [ l ,n -1 ]  is an edge of G and 
d,, = dn i = 1, the vertex n -  1 has a single neighbor i and 2 ~< i~< n-  2. 
Therefore G has no edges between {2 , . . . ,n  - 2} \ {i} and {n-  1,n}. But the 
n - 4 vertices in {2 , . . . ,  n - 2} \ {i} have degree n - 3, hence the} must all be 
adjacent o each other as well as to 1 and to i, and this also gives to vertex 1 the 
correct degree n - 3. Thus the neighbor i of  n - 1 uniquely determines the red 
super vertex G, and we may denote the latter by G~. Now it becomes clear that 
for any distinct 2 ~< i , j  <~ n -  2, Gj is obtained from G~ by an exchange along 
(1 ,j, n - 1, i). Therefore any two red super vertices are adjacent in ~(d).  
We have seen in Assertion 1 that the yellow subgraph of ,~¢(d) has a 
Hamiltonian cycle C. Let H'  be the successor of H in C, obtained From H by a 
cycle exchange along (i,j, n - 1, n). A cycle exchange in H along (1 ,j, n - 1, n) 
produces a red super vertex R, and a cycle exchange in H'  along I 1, i , j ,  n - 1) 
produces a blue super vertex B, as illustrated in Fig. 16. We notice that R and B 
are not mates. 
Let R' = f ~(B) be the mate of B. Since the red subgraph of ~'(d) is a clique 
with an odd number of  red super vertices, it has a Hamil tonian chain 
R = R1,R2, . . .  ,Rz~+l = R' 
from R to R'. We replace the edges [R2i I, R2i] with the chains 
R2i-t,f(R2i l),f(R2i),R2,, and attach the edge [Rt,B] to the end R2.~.+1 = R' to 
obtain a Hami l tonian chain C* from R to B in the red-blue subgraph of ~(d)  
containing all the edges between a red super vertex and its mate, as illustrated 
in Fig. 17 for s = 2. As before, all the required edges exist by Lemma 4. 
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(1,j, n -  1, n) / ~'x,x 1 / -  ~ 
H ~ R 
H' 
( i , j ,n -  1, n) 1 
// (1 , i , j ,n -1 )  i n 
j n -1  
B 
Fig. 16. Illustrating the case of no green super vertices. 
The chain C*, the edges [H, R] and [H', B], and the cycle C without the edge 
[H, H'] constitute the desired special (in fact, good) Hamiltonian cycle in f¢(d). 
This concludes the proof  for the case d~ = n - 3. 
Case B: d l= n - 2. In this case, all we have to show is that f#(d) is Ham- 
iltonian. According to Lemma 1, d, = 1 or d, = 2. We distinguish cases ac- 
cording to the values of  d, and d,_l. 
Case 1: d, = 2. In this case d, = n - 3, and we are done by Case A, since 
f¢(d) is isomorphic to ~(d). 
Case 2: d,_~ = d, = 1. This case is similar to Case A. As before, the red and 
green subgraph of f#(d) is isomorphic to f#(e), where e= (e l , . . . ,e , - l )  
= (all - 1,d2,. . .  ,d,_l). By Lemma 3 e is a degree sequence and R(e) ~< 1. If 
0 0 O 0 0 
R=RI  R2 R3 R4 Rs=R'  
becomes 
f(R~) /(R2) f(R~) f (R4) f (n ' )= B 
R= R1 R2 Ra R4 Rs = R' 
Fig. 17. Illustrating the construction of the red-blue Hamiltonian chain C* for five red super vertices. 
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R(e) = 1, the proof  proceeds as in Case A, except hat there are no yellow super 
vertices in ~(d) because dl = n - 2. Assume now that R(e) = O. 
Let j be the largest index such that dj = n - 2, and let c be the non-in- 
creasing rearrangement of e. Then the corrected Ferrers diagram C(c) is ob- 
tained from C(d) by dropping the last 1 in rows j and n. The symmetry of  C(c) 
(by Theorem 4) implies that j = 2. Therefore d2 = n - 2 > d3. The graph fq(e) 
has only one super vertex on { 1 , . . . ,  n - 1 }. Adding to it a new vertex n and the 
edge [n, 2] gives a blue super vertex G E C~(d). Then .f-1 (G) is a red super vertex 
in if(d). Since the red and green subgraph of  if(d) is isomorphic to ~(e), which 
has only one super vertex, we conclude that if(d) has no green super vertices, a 
single blue super vertex G and a single red super vertex f - l  (G). It has no yellow 
super vertices either (by dj = n - 2). Thus it consists of  a pair of  mates, which 
is a Hamiltonian cycle, as required. 
Case 3: d,, = l,d,_l >~ 3. In this case d~ = ~ = n - 2. Ifd2 ~< n - 3, we would 
have 62(d) >~ 1 and 63(d) >7 1, and consequently R(d) >~ (~(d) + 62(d) 
+63(d))/2 > 1, a contradiction. We conclude that d2 = n -  2. The comple- 
mentary sequence d then satisfies d~ = d2 = 1 and dn = n -  2, and so it falls 
under Case 2 above, and the result follows from the isomorphism of ¢~(d) and 
~(3). 
Case 4: d ,= l ,d ,  1=2,  d2=n-2 .  Again we have dl =d2=l  and 
a¢,, = n - 2, and we are in Case 2. 
Case 5: d,, = 1,d,_~ = 2 ,~ = n - 3. Observe that d, ~ = 2 along with d~ < n 
and d, > 0 imply d2 ~> n - 3 (for otherwise 62(d) = d~ - d2 ~> (n - 2) - (n - 4) 
= 2, and consequently R(d) >1 (61(d) + 62(d))/2 > 1, a contradiction). There- 
fore Case 5 is the only remaining case. 
Let ff'(d) be the subgraph of if(d) induced by {G E f#(d) : [l,n] ~E(G)}.  
Observe that [1,i] E E(G) holds for all 2 ~< i ~< n - 1 and G c V(fq'(d)). The 
graph ~'(d) is isomorphic to f#(e), where e= (e j , . . . ,e~_ l )=:  (d2-  1 . . . .  , 
d, i - 1, d,,)..c#'(d) is not empty, by an application of  Theorem 2. Therefore e is 
a (proper) degree sequence. It is easy to show that R(e):= 1. Indeed, 
6j(e) = 62(d) + 1, 6~(e) = 6~+j(d) for 2 <~ i <~ n -1 ,  and in additi,3n 61(d) = 1 
without a corresponding term for e, so R(e) = R(d) = 1. For convenience, we 
let {2 , . . . ,  n} be the vertex set for realizing e: the degree of  vertex i is e~_~. Since 
e is a proper degree sequence of length n - 1 with R(e) = 1 and el = n - 4, 
e,-2 -- e,-1 = 1, we have by induction that f#(e) has a special Hamiltonian cycle 
C(e). here "special" refers to the red-blue coloring of  f#(e) defined in accor- 
dance with the usual definition, that is to say, a super vertex G ~- fq(e) is col- 
ored 
• red if [2, n] E E(G), [2, n - 1] ~ E(G); 
• blue if [2, n] ~ E(G), [2, n - 11 E E(G). 
Let fbe  the isomorphism from the red subgraph of  f#(e) to the blae subgraph, 
where f (G)  is obtained from G by exchanging the vertex labels n and n - 1. Let 
05 be an isomorphism from f#(e) to ff'(d) defined as follows: for G ,5 if(e), 05(G) 
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is obtained by adding a new vertex 1 and the edges [1, i] for 2 ~< i ~< n - 1. We 
translate the above red-blue coloring of ff(e) into f~'(d) via q~: ~b(G) ~ (#'(d) is 
colored red (resp. blue) if and only if G c N(e) is red (resp. blue). Similarly, we 
translate f into a balanced red-blue coloring of fg'(d) as follows: for a red 
G E ~'(d),  f (G)  is obtained from G by 
1. deleting the vertex 1, 
2. exchanging the vertex labels n and n - 1, 
3. adding back the vertex 1 and the edges [1, i], 2 ~< i ~< n - 1. 
We call a red super vertex of ff'(d) dark red if G has a vertex i, 3 4 i ~< n - 2, 
such that the subgraph of G induced by 1,2, i, n - 1, n is the graph shown in 
Fig. 18. 
Assert ion 2. (#'(d) has a Hamil tonian cycle 0 and two dark red super vertices 
H1 and/ /2  such that [H1, f (H l ) ]  E E(6") and [//2, f(H2)] E E(C). 
To prove the assertion, we distinguish cases according to the value of n. 
Case 1 : n = 6. In this case there are two possible d: d = (4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1) and d 
= (4, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1), corresponding to e = (2, 2, 2, 1, 1) and e = (2, 1, 1, 1, 1), 
respectively. The graphs fq(e) are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, except 
that we have to increase by 1 the vertex labels inside each super vertex, by our 
convention to use {2 , . . . ,  n} as the vertex set. In each case, we take HI = ~b(Gl) 
and//2 = ¢(G2), and C is the image under 95 of the Hamiltonian cycle indicated 
in the figure caption. 
Case 2: n>~7. Consider the proper sequence c= (d l -  1, d2 . . . ,d ,_ l ,  
d,_l - 1, d,). It is a degree sequence, since we can take any super vertex in ff'(d) 
and delete from it the edge [ l ,n -  1] to obtain a realization of  c. It satisfies 
cl = n - 3, c2 = n-  3 ~> 4, and cn i = c, = 1. It also satisfies R(c) = 1, since 
~1(c) = 61(d) + 1,62(e) = 62(d) - 1, and 6,(c) = 6i(d) for all Other i. Therefore 
we can apply to c the argument used in the proof  of  Assertion 1 for the case 
d2 ~> 3 to obtain d2-  1 graphs G, each becoming dark red when the edge 
[1, n - 1] is added to it. Since d2 - 1 = n - 4 ~> 3, we have constructed at least 
three dark red super vertices in ff'(d). Recall that ~(e) has a special Hamil-  
tonian cycle C(e). Applying the isomorphism ~ to it, we obtain a special 
Hamil tonian cycle C in ~#'(d). By definition of special Hamiltonian cycle, E(C) 
contains all but possibly one of  the edges between the red super vertices of 
ff'(d) and their blue mates. Since ~q'(d) has at least hree dark red super ver- 
tices, we have concluded the proof  of the assertion. 
i n -1  
Fig. 18. Illustrating the definition of a dark red super vertex. 
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Let N"(d) be the subgraph of  ~(d) induced by {G E ~(d) :  [1, n]E E(G)}. 
Then (¢"(d) is isomorphic to .~(e), where e = (e l , . . .  ,e,,-l) = (al l -  1,d2, . . . ,  
dn-i). Again (~"(d) is not empty by Theorem 2, and therefore e is a (proper) 
degree sequence. We show that R(e) = 1 as follows. We have 
6~(d) = 62(d)= 1. Since R(d)= 1, it follows that d;<<,di for 3<~i<~n. Also 
61(e) =62(e)= 1,ei=d; and ei=di  for 3<~i<~n-2 and e'_.~ =0,  e,, 1=2.  
From this and Theorem 5, we obtain R(e) = 1. 
The complementary sequence 0 satisfies R(~) = 1, 0~ = 02 = 1 and 
e,-i = n - 4. Therefore by induction ~(0) has a special Hamiltonian cycle. To 
translate this result to N(e), we color a super vertex G E .~4(e) 
• red if [2, n -  1] ¢ E(G), [ l ,n -  1] ~ E(G); 
• blue if [2, n - 1] qIE(G), [1,n - 11 E E(G). 
Let fbe  an isomorphism from the red subgraph of ~(e) to the blue subgraph, 
where J(G) is obtained from a red super vertex G by exchanging the vertex 
labels 1 and 2. Then N(e) has a special Hamiltonian cycle C(e). 
Let q5 be an isomorphism from ~(e) to ~"(d) defined as follows. For 
G E N(e), ~b(G) is obtained from G by adding a vertex n and the edge [1, n]. We 
translate the above red-blue coloring of ~(e) into ~f"(d) via 4) by coloring a 
super vertex ~b(G) E N"(d) red (resp. blue) if and only if G E .(q(e) is red (resp. 
blue). We also translate f to a balanced red-blue coloring of ~q"(d) as follows. 
For a red G E N"(d),f(G) is obtained from G by 
1. deleting vertex n, 
2. exchanging the vertex labels 1 and 2, 
3. adding back the vertex n and the edge [1, n]. 
The image under ~b of the special Hamiltonian cycle C(e) of '~(e) is then a 
special Hamiltonian cycle C" of  N"(d). 
We now show how to paste together C and C* to obtain a Hamiltonian cycle 
of .(~ (d). 
Let H be any dark red super vertex in ~'(d). By definition there is a vertex i, 
3 ~ i ~< n - 2, such that 1,2, i, n - 1, n induce in H the subgrapb illustrated in 
Fig. 18. Let G be obtained from H by performing an exchange along (n, 2, i, 1). 
Then G is a blue super vertex in ~"(d). We call G the friend of H. 
Assertion 3. Let G E ~"(d) be the friend of a dark red H ~ ~'(d). Then 
.f-i (G) is adjacent o f (H)  in ~(d). 
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 19. We can see that the mappings f and 
f - J  do not affect any vertex other than 1,2, i ,n -  1 and n. Indeed, d,, = 1, 
and in all the graphs involved here vertex n is already adjacent o one of the 
five vertices above. Therefore n is not adjacent to any other vertex outside 
these five. Similarly d,, ~ = 2 and n - 1 is already adjacent o two of  the five 
vertices, d~ = n -  2 and 1 is already not adjacent to one of  the five, and 
d2 = n-3  and 2 already not adjacent to two of  the five. Thus the label 
exchanges affect only the five vertices and the commutative diagram gives a 
true picture and proves the assertion. 
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H 
,+ 
(n, 2, i, 1) 
> G 
f(H) 
i 
f-~(c) 
•'(d) ~"(d) 
Fig. 19. A commutative diagram. 
We are now ready to paste (7 and C*. Consider the dark red super 
vertices 1-11,1-12 E f#'(d) of Assertion 2. Let G1, G2 E fg"(d) be their friends, 
respectively. Since C* is special, there is an index i E {1,2} such that 
[Gi,f-l(Gi)] E E(C*). For this i, we denote Hi by H and its friend by G. By 
Assertion 3, DC(H),f-l(G)] c E(fq(d)). We can therefore perform the desired 
pasting by deleting the edges [H,f(H)] and [G,f-l(G)] and adding the edges 
[H,G] and [ f (H) , f - l (G)]  to obtain a Hamiltonian cycle of fq(d), as illus- 
trated in Fig. 20. 
This completes the proof of our main result. [] 
Fig. 20. Illustrating how to join the Hamiltonian cycles 0 and C*. 
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4. Conclusions 
We init iated the study o f  the structure o f  the real izat ion graph o f  a degree 
sequence f rom the perspect ive o f  the major i za t ion  gap o f  the sequence. We 
showed that  the real izat ion graph is Hami l ton ian  if  the gap equals  1. 
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